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The national conversation around undergraduate science instruction is calling for increased inter-
disciplinarity. As these calls increase, there is a need to consider the learning objectives of inter-
disciplinary science courses and how to design curricula to support those objectives. We present a
framework that can help support interdisciplinary design research. We developed this framework
in an introductory physics for life sciences majors (IPLS) course for which we designed a series of
interdisciplinary tasks that bridge physics and biology. We illustrate how this framework can be used
to describe the variation in the nature and degree of interdisciplinary interaction in tasks, to aid in
redesigning tasks to better align with interdisciplinary learning objectives, and finally, to articulate
design conjectures that posit how different characteristics of these tasks might support or impede
interdisciplinary learning objectives. This framework will be useful for both curriculum designers
and education researchers seeking to understand, in more concrete terms, what interdisciplinary
learning means and how integrated science curricula can be designed to support interdisciplinary
learning objectives.

INTRODUCTION

The national conversation about the need for interdisci-
plinary science education has been growing steadily. As
reflected in national reports (National Research Council,
2003; American Association for the Advancement of Science
[AAAS], 2010; Association of American Medical Colleges–
Howard Hughes Medical Institute [AAMC–HHMI], 2009),
as well as in the articles in this special issue, biology educa-
tion has been at the center of this conversation. The general
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consensus is that preparing undergraduate biology students
for the increasingly interdisciplinary nature of biological re-
search and healthcare professions requires a shift from a frag-
mented to a more-integrated introductory science curricu-
lum. Integrated courses are expected to go beyond teaching
the content of a single discipline to support interdisciplinary
learning objectives. For example, the AAMC–HHMI (2009) re-
port emphasizes the need for interdisciplinary curricula that
help students develop a broad set of scientific competencies
combining conceptual understanding, skills and reasoning
strategies, and attitudes from across disciplines.

How to operationalize interdisciplinary learning objectives
in practice remains largely underspecified. What, concretely,
does interdisciplinary learning look like, what specific fea-
tures of learning environments can support this kind of learn-
ing, and how do we know whether interdisciplinary learning
has occurred? To realize the aims of interdisciplinary sci-
ence education, it will be important to be more systematic
about how we describe and assess interdisciplinary learning
(Stevens et al., 2005).

One way forward is to approach the problem from the per-
spective of educational design research (Brown, 1992; Cobb
et al., 2003; Collins et al., 2004). Design research is an iter-
ative process that involves making hypotheses that specify
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how particular features of learning environments can sup-
port intended learning objectives and then investigating to
what extent those objectives are met. This information is then
used to refine initial design hypotheses and inform subse-
quent cycles of design and implementation. Design research
can support both pragmatic and theoretical ends; over time, it
can help practitioners bring learning objectives and learning
outcomes into better alignment and lead to a deeper under-
standing of the mechanisms of learning.

In the context of interdisciplinary education, design re-
search can help address theoretical questions about what
interdisciplinary learning means and what interdisciplinary
learning looks like, as well as pragmatic concerns about how
to design learning environments and evaluate the learning
outcomes that emerge from those environments. Because in-
terdisciplinary courses are relatively new, very little research
specific to interdisciplinary learning objectives has been done
(cf. Ivanitskaya et al., 2002).

At the University of Maryland, we are in the early stages
of designing and researching an introductory physics for life
sciences majors (IPLS) course as part of the HHMI National
Experiment in Undergraduate Science Education (NEXUS)
project.1 Our team consists of an interdisciplinary collabo-
ration among disciplinary experts in physics, biology, and
chemistry and education researchers. The initial design of
the course was guided by extensive discussions and negotia-
tions among the members of this team about how to support
the broad goal of making introductory physics more rele-
vant and engaging for life sciences students (e.g., Redish and
Cooke, 2013). This initially meant reorganizing the content to
reflect topics relevant to biology (e.g., switching the emphasis
of thermodynamics toward microscopic phenomena, such as
random motion and diffusion, including other nontraditional
physics topics, such as fluid dynamics and chemical bonds),
and explicitly attempting to support the development of basic
scientific competencies described in the Scientific Foundations
for Future Physicians (AAMC–HHMI, 2009) and Vision and
Change (AAAS, 2010) reports.

In 2011–2012, we piloted 1 yr of the new IPLS course.
As part of our research effort, we undertook a reflective
analysis focusing on the interdisciplinary tasks (including
homework, in-class, and small-group problems) that were
designed to bridge physics and biology. In reflecting on these
tasks, we noticed variation in the nature and degree of inter-
action between the disciplines. We also observed differences
in the ways in which students responded to these tasks. This
prompted us to conduct a more systematic analysis of the
tasks we had designed as a step toward refining our initial
learning objectives and developing concrete design conjec-
tures about how to support these objectives.

In this paper, we present a theoretical framework that has
helped us describe this variation and has allowed us to be-
gin to articulate a set of initial design conjectures that posit
how different characteristics of these tasks might support or
impede interdisciplinary learning objectives. This framework
will be useful for both curriculum designers and education
researchers seeking to understand, in more concrete terms,
how integrated science courses can support interdisciplinary
learning.

1See http://tinyurl.com/nexusumcp.

We first present the theoretical framework and then apply
it to illustrative tasks drawn from our examination of the IPLS
course. Next, we present an analysis of how the framework
can aid in redesigning tasks to better align with interdisci-
plinary learning objectives. Finally, we return to discussing
how our analysis leads to a set of design conjectures that link
the degree of interdisciplinary interaction to interdisciplinary
learning objectives for students, and we propose an emerg-
ing set of research questions to be addressed by education
researchers working in interdisciplinary contexts.

What Are the Learning Objectives of Interdisciplinary
Education?
To begin, we must first attempt to define our goals for inter-
disciplinary science education. We articulate four interdisci-
plinary learning objectives reflected in the national conversa-
tion and identified by our interdisciplinary research team as
particularly important in our evolving work.

Developing Deeper Levels of Conceptual Coherence. One ob-
jective of increased integration in science instruction is to
help students develop deeper and more coherent conceptual
frameworks. Fragmented courses are likely to support frag-
mented understanding (e.g., Redish et al., 1998; diSessa, 2002;
Sternberg, 2003). For example, students are likely to emerge
from current training with an understanding of potential and
kinetic energy as ideas that belong in physics class, chemical
and electrochemical energy as ideas that belong in chem-
istry, and metabolic energy as an idea that belongs in biology
(Dreyfus et al., 2013b). The problem this creates is that stu-
dents’ understanding of energy is not just fragmented across
disciplinary lines, but that students hold potentially incon-
sistent ideas about what energy means or how it behaves in
different contexts. Students with a robust, coherent under-
standing of energy would be able to move between differ-
ent disciplinary conceptualizations of energy and recognize
when one (or more) conceptualizations would be more pro-
ductive to the problem at hand. To see evidence of a robust,
coherent understanding of energy, it would be insufficient to
demonstrate reasoning successfully about kinetic and poten-
tial energy in macroscopic scenarios (typical of introductory
physics) in one setting and reasoning successfully about the
use of ATP to accomplish biological work (canonic for intro-
ductory biology) in another setting. A coherent conceptual
understanding of energy would include an understanding
of the relationships among different forms of energy (such
as potential energy, bond energy, and ATP) and the devel-
opment of a framework for understanding how energy is
transformed among systems of different kinds (Dreyfus et al.,
2013a). A robust coherent understanding would allow stu-
dents to move among these ways of reasoning, seek connec-
tions across them, understand when to bring certain ideas to
bear on a problem, and relate various disciplinary conceptu-
alizations.

In general, increased coherence at the introductory level
can potentially help students see connections among scien-
tific ideas that they would typically encounter in separate
courses and build more robust conceptual frameworks for
reasoning about a range of phenomena.
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Developing a Varied Set of Scientific Reasoning Strategies.
Scientists across disciplines have at their disposal a powerful
set of practices for reasoning about the world. These include,
for example, developing conceptual and mathematical mod-
els, working with a variety of representational systems, and
engaging in scientific argumentation (e.g., Nersessian, 1999,
2002; Dunbar, 2000; Wong and Hodson, 2009). The specific
reasoning strategies that scientists routinely employ will re-
flect differences in underlying epistemological aims and com-
mitments and can differ greatly both within and between
disciplinary subcultures (Knorr-Cetina, 1999). However, dif-
ferences in what counts as good reasoning in different dis-
ciplines can be exaggerated in instructional settings (Stevens
et al., 2005; Redish and Cooke, 2013). Without opportunities to
examine how and when these strategies are used in different
disciplines, students can potentially compartmentalize their
expectations about what kinds of reasoning are appropriate
in different courses. For example, classroom experiences can
perpetuate the belief that reasoning with equations is a strat-
egy that belongs in physics (and not biology; e.g., Hall, 2013)
or that conceptual explanation is a strategy to be used in
biology (and not physics; e.g., Watkins et al., 2012).

Interdisciplinary classrooms can provide opportunities to
examine disciplinary differences in how these strategies are
enacted and to highlight opportunities for synergy. For ex-
ample, Bialek and Botstein (2004) argue that

There are commonalities of the mathematical structures
that summarize our understanding of seemingly dis-
parate topics. Classical mechanics presents a model of
the world’s dynamics based (in the introductory ac-
count) on simple differential equations, but chemical
kinetics and even the dynamics of populations provide
models of the same general form. (p. 789)

To be clear, Bialek and Botstein are not simply suggesting
that students develop the general ability to solve differen-
tial equations, but rather that they develop the expertise to
leverage this particular mathematical tool in a variety of dis-
ciplinary contexts.

When reasoning about complex scientific problems, stu-
dents should be able to draw on a variety of reasoning
strategies, both qualitative and quantitative. Interdisciplinary
courses can provide opportunities for students to develop this
kind of scientific procedural knowledge. This objective sug-
gests that interdisciplinary courses can potentially expand
the repertoire of reasoning strategies students have available
for making sense of a range of scientific phenomena and be-
gin to help students understand how and when to use these
strategies.

Metacognition and Adaptive Interdisciplinary Expertise.
Interdisciplinary courses have the potential to support
metacognitive learning objectives, including the ability to
know when and how to use different concepts and rea-
soning strategies. These kinds of learning objectives are
what distinguish routine from adaptive expertise (Hatano and
Inagaki, 1986). A routine expert can effectively and consis-
tently solve problems of a particular type. An adaptive ex-
pert can do this as well, but also has an understanding of the
meaning and purpose of the problem-solving strategy. This
is because adaptive expertise involves the coordinated use of
conceptual and procedural knowledge; the adaptive expert
uses his or her understanding of the conceptual context in

order to make an informed decision about the relevance and
utility of a particular strategy. It is a much more flexible and
often creative form of reasoning that allows this sort of expert
to select appropriate courses of action, modify those actions
if they turn out to not satisfy his or her intention, and possi-
bly even invent new strategies in the face of novel problems.
This idea is similar to what Ford and Forman (2006) have de-
scribed as a “grasp of practice.” The basic goal is for science
students to develop the ability to reflect on and take own-
ership of their own scientific reasoning rather than simply
go through the motions of more typical algorithmic problem
solving.

Hatano and Inagaki (1986) describe three features of learn-
ing environments that are likely to support this kind of learn-
ing objective. The first is that learners are given some flex-
ibility and choice in the problems they are asked to solve.
The second is that these problems are intrinsically motivat-
ing to students. Third, a necessary but not sufficient condi-
tion for development of adaptive expertise is that students
perceive the learning environment as valuing understanding
why a particular approach works rather than just focusing
on getting to a particular answer. If students are not given
opportunities to practice key features of adaptive expertise
or if the qualities of adaptive expertise are not valued, they
are unlikely to develop it in those contexts.

Interdisciplinary courses may be particularly well suited to
support this sort of learning goal, because when two or more
disciplines are brought into interaction, disciplinary choices
that are typically implicit can be brought out as objects of
critical reflection. Students can be explicitly asked to reflect
on the level of conceptual detail that is necessary for making
sense of a particular problem, the relevance of the assump-
tions embedded in particular approaches, and the trade-offs
inherent in different strategies.

Shifting Student Attitudes and Expectations about the
Disciplines. Finally, interdisciplinary education can poten-
tially help students develop an interest in and appreciation
for disciplines outside of their chosen major. For biology
students, this tends to mean overcoming a perceived resis-
tance to quantitative approaches commonly associated with
physics and engineering disciplines (e.g., Bialek and Botstein,
2004; Gross et al., 2004; Watkins et al., 2012). The extent to
which and the reasons why students hold these negative at-
titudes about other disciplines is not well-researched. Nev-
ertheless, both anecdotal accounts and case studies suggest
that these attitudes are real for at least some students (Hall
et al., 2011, 2013; Watkins et al., 2012).

Students’ attitudes about learning science are likely to re-
flect some interaction between epistemological and affective
dimensions (Gupta et al., 2010). That is, students’ expecta-
tions about what counts as science learning and what science
instruction should look like, as well as prior experiences with
other disciplines, both positive and negative, can influence
how they respond to interdisciplinary integration. The de-
sired interdisciplinary learning outcome is to support pos-
itive attitudes about the utility of integrated instruction by
both broadening students’ expectations about what counts
as biology to include knowledge and techniques from other
disciplines and supporting the development of more positive
affective responses to the inclusion of this material.
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Actively designing curricula with epistemological mes-
sages in mind has been shown to be effective in supporting
shifts in students’ expectations and attitudes (e.g., Redish and
Hammer, 2009).

Why Focus on Task-Level Analysis and Design?
Learning environments are complex systems. Design research
aims to understand how the complex interactions among var-
ious aspects of the learning environment (e.g., patterns of
discourse, classroom norms, available tools and resources, as
well as the specific tasks and problems students are asked
to solve) influence student learning (Cobb et al. 2003). In this
work, we take a relatively narrow approach to design research
by focusing on curricular tasks. While we acknowledge that
other aspects of the learning environment are likely to be im-
portant, focusing on the level of particular curricular tasks
can be a productive starting point for several reasons. First,
in many ways, the activities we ask students to engage in,
the problems we ask them to solve, and what we ask them
to attend to will be central to what students learn. It is well
recognized that student activity, rather than what is said in
lecture, is the locus of learning (e.g., Hake, 1998; Bransford
et al., 2000; Knight and Wood, 2005).

Second, task design is a practical level of granularity for
education research. It is much easier to begin by designing
tasks than by trying to imagine how to enact learning ob-
jectives across an entire course. Once an understanding of
how particular tasks support particular learning objectives is
reached, these tasks can be sequenced and arranged to sup-
port a full course. Furthermore, task-level design is a practical
starting point for collecting student data. By observing how
students interact with tasks, we can begin to link particular
features of tasks to observed learning outcomes. And by ex-
amining how different groups of students interact with the
same task, we can begin to understand how robust particular
task features are for supporting these outcomes. We can begin
to conjecture, on the task level, how particular task features
might impact learning and then explore these by changing
these features and observing how students respond.

Finally, tasks are likely to be the level at which widespread
dissemination of curricula is ultimately realized. For this rea-
son, it is crucial to understand the relationship between spe-
cific features of tasks and learning outcomes. Thus, while
we acknowledge that how students engage in tasks will ulti-
mately depend on a more complex set of factors, unpacking
how particular features of the tasks we assign students relate
to expected learning outcomes is an important first step.

Design research is an iterative process, and in our work,
we are at the early stages of this process. This paper articu-
lates a theoretical framework for analyzing interdisciplinary
tasks and informing their redesign. We do so by drawing
on theoretical work combined with our practical experience
as an interdisciplinary team of curriculum designers and re-
searchers. We see this as a first step within a broader design–
research study aimed at understanding how our interdisci-
plinary learning environment is influencing student learning.
Our primary objective in sharing this early-stage analysis is
to draw attention to variations we have detected in the nature
and degree of interaction among disciplines in interdisci-
plinary tasks. We also explore the implications of this varia-
tion in light of particular interdisciplinary learning objectives.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Before we move on to discussing the specific physics course
in which our work is situated, we introduce a theoretical
framework that has helped guide our work and thinking
about the nature of interdisciplinary tasks and how variations
in these tasks might support or impede the learning objectives
listed above.

Paxson’s (1996) article, “Modes of Interaction Between Dis-
ciplines,” is a theoretical analysis of interaction between dis-
ciplines. Paxson’s focus is cognitive and epistemological, that
is, he is concerned with the development of knowledge and
decisions about how particular kinds of knowledge are nego-
tiated when different disciplines are brought into interaction
with one another. Consistent with Paxson, we consider dis-
ciplines to be constituted of canonical methodological tech-
niques, conceptual frameworks, representations, reasoning
strategies/practices, epistemological commitments, assump-
tions, and specific problems or aims. In an interaction be-
tween disciplines, one (or multiple) of these constitutive el-
ements moves from one discipline to another with a variety
of possible ramifications. Paxson’s perspective on the nature
and degree of possible interactions between disciplines is de-
scribed in the following paragraphs.

One of Paxson’s primary objectives is to account for the
amount of impact disciplines have on one another. His cen-
tral premise is that when two disciplines are brought into
contact with each other, the nature and depth of that inter-
action has consequences for the outcome of that interaction
in terms of scientific progress. In his analysis, Paxson draws
primarily on interactions among expert researchers in dif-
ferent disciplines. He presents an ordered list of interactions
along the dimension of increasing impact. When two disci-
plines impact each other, there is some meaningful exchange
of ideas, techniques, or perspectives such that the disciplines
emerge from this interaction changed in some way.

At the bottom of this list (at the lowest level) are exchanges
of essentially no impact, in which two disciplines are brought
into contact to solve some problem, but neither discipline
changes or grows. One example Paxson gives is of a multidis-
ciplinary team addressing the needs of a patient in a hospital.
Each member of the team contributes to solving the problem
by bringing his or her own individual expertise to bear, but
the team members do not interact substantially with one an-
other. The team accomplishes the treatment of the patient,
but in doing so, none of the team members are significantly
impacted by the expertise of the others. In this interaction,
no new ideas, techniques, or questions are developed. At this
lowest level of interaction, there is an absence of impact, and
therefore no real cognitive or epistemological significance for
the disciplines involved.

Moving up the list, Paxson then describes four additional
levels of interaction that range from relatively low-level im-
pact to high-level impact. We slightly modified this frame-
work, collapsing the four levels into three, which we use to
explore interactions between physics and biology in an IPLS
course (Figure 1).

Our version of Paxson’s framework has been modified to
reflect our aim of designing interdisciplinary tasks for stu-
dents. Paxson’s levels of interaction between disciplines re-
late to the potential for such interactions to result in scientific
progress. In our framework, we use “interaction between the
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Figure 1. A modified version of Paxson’s (1996) framework for interdisciplinary levels for use specifically with physics and biology.

disciplines” to refer to the potential to support interdisci-
plinary learning objectives. The levels in the framework are
intended to capture significant qualitative differences in the
ways that disciplines are interacting that are consequential
for student learning.

Features of Level 1 Tasks: Superficial Interaction
Level 1 tasks describe those that have a relatively low level
of interaction between disciplines. These correspond most
closely to Paxson’s level 1, which he describes as cases in
which one discipline simply begins to “take notice” of the
other discipline. In some ways, it is easiest to identify this
level of interaction by what it does not do: there is no sub-
stantive exchange of ideas between the disciplines, no in-
sights are shared, and there is no reflection on the disciplines
themselves (Figure 1).

Features of Level 2 Tasks: One Discipline Impacts the
Other
The tasks we identified as level 2 share features with Paxson’s
level 2 in that there is an increase in interaction among the dis-
ciplines. Specifically, in level 2 tasks, one discipline impacts
or modifies a second in some substantial way. For example,
the methodological techniques or conceptual framework of
one discipline is applied to the other in a way that leads to
a deeper understanding or a transformation in the practices
of the second discipline. Level 2 tasks share with level 1 an
imbalance in the direction of this interaction; in this type of in-

teraction, the primary discipline remains largely unaffected,
and only the secondary discipline is modified.

Features of Level 3 Tasks: Exploring Connections
Between the Disciplines
We collapsed Paxson’s levels of 3 and 4 into our level 3, which
represents a purposeful, substantive, and bidirectional inter-
action between disciplines (Figure 1). One way this might
occur is by bringing different conceptual frameworks of each
discipline to bear on a problem and explicitly examining
why these frameworks differ and where they overlap. The
result of such interaction is that there is the potential for a
deeper understanding of each framework. A second way for
two disciplines to overlap could also occur through exam-
ination of the epistemological commitments of each disci-
pline, for example, by comparing the methodological choices
or assumptions made by each discipline. When the choices
made by each discipline are brought into interaction in this
manner, an opportunity to critically examine them is created.
This is perhaps the defining feature of a level 3 interaction—
neither disciplinary perspective is simply taken as unprob-
lematic; rather, both are explicitly examined, so the purpose
and limitations of each approach can be illuminated by the
comparison.

Our objective is to use Paxson’s framework to explore the
implications for interdisciplinary education. Paxson asserts
that “general education should provide students not only ex-
perience and practice in bringing different disciplines into
interaction, but in doing so on many levels” (p. 81). In this
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paper, we illustrate what these different levels of interac-
tion can look like by presenting an analysis of tasks drawn
from a physics course for biology majors. We then explore
the implications of this variation for student learning and
interdisciplinary education more broadly.

METHODS

Course Context
The context of this work was the pilot year of IPLS. The course
departs from the traditional introductory physics structure in
encouraging students to draw connections between biology,
chemistry, and physics. Biology and chemistry are both pre-
requisites for this course, which facilitates students’ drawing
these connections. Furthermore, the course deviates from the
traditional topics covered in introductory physics, spending
significantly more time on the concepts of energy and ther-
modynamics because these topics are central to phenomena
in chemistry and biology.

Structurally, the course ran as a typical introductory
physics course, with three 50-min lectures per week, accom-
panied by one 110-min lab meeting and one 50-min discus-
sion section. The discussion sections were designed as inten-
sive, collaborative, problem-solving environments in which
students worked on tasks that bridged biological, chemical,
and physical concepts. Homework was assigned weekly, and
students were strongly encouraged to work together to com-
plete the extensive problem sets. Homework assignments
ranged from traditional calculation-focused problems, to nar-
rative descriptive essays, to complex Excel computations.
The instructor administered short multiple-choice, multiple-
response quizzes weekly, two exams during the semester, and
a final exam at the end of the term.

Task Analysis
Our analysis of course tasks began as an informal dis-
cussion among our research and curriculum development
team based on both our experiences attempting to design
interdisciplinary tasks and our observations of students’
performance on and reactions to these tasks. We exam-
ined students’ written performance on select homework and
exam problems. We also conducted analyses of videos and
transcripts of students reasoning in group problem-solving
settings and of individual interviews designed to probe
students’ understanding of and reactions to the course. In
research team discussions, we noted that there was vari-
ation both in the ways in which interdisciplinarity was
introduced in tasks and in students’ reactions to those tasks.
This prompted us to attempt to describe this variation more
systematically, and it was at this point that drawing on
Paxson’s framework became useful.

In formalizing our analysis, we defined “task” as any prob-
lem or question that students were asked to solve or reason
about. In the context of this course, tasks included written
homework assignments, problems assigned during group
problem-solving sessions, and exam questions. Our course
context also included sets of in-class clicker questions and
weekly quizzes, but for practical purposes of keeping the
number of tasks manageable, these were not considered in
our analysis.

We began our analysis by choosing a small number of inter-
disciplinary tasks and operationalizing Paxson’s concept of
“impact” by asking a series of questions about the degree to
which each discipline (physics and biology) was represented
in the task as written:

1. What is the phenomenological context of this task?
2. What question or aim is being addressed in this problem?
3. What set of conceptual ideas are students expected to en-

gage with in this task?
4. What reasoning strategies are students expected to engage

with in this task?

We then used the answers to these questions to reflect
back on the central question from Paxson’s framework: In
what ways are the disciplines interacting in this task and
how deeply? These questions aligned well with the articu-
lated objectives for interdisciplinary education in the sense
that they brought to the forefront the conceptual ideas and
reasoning strategies with which the task prompted students
to engage. Foregrounding these ideas allowed for examining
the extent to which the tasks were meeting the stated learning
objectives. We repeated this analysis over a range of tasks un-
til we felt we had a framework that could capture the variety
of different tasks students encountered in this course. How-
ever, it was not our intention to be able to fit every task neatly
into a specific category. It was more important that the frame-
work allowed us to reflect on the task as initially designed
and consider what aspects of that task could be described as
interdisciplinary. It is from this perspective of supporting the
initial stages of design research that we present our findings.

FINDINGS

In presenting our findings, we have chosen to focus on a
few illustrative examples of tasks developed in our course.
These tasks were chosen for their potential to illustrate key
differences in degree of interdisciplinary interaction and not
necessarily because they are exemplary.

Example of Level 1 Task
In our analysis, we placed tasks in this category when the
interdisciplinary nature of the task was at a superficial level,
which often meant that there was an imbalance in the interac-
tion between the disciplines. In the context of a physics for life
sciences course, this meant that the conceptual focus of the
problem lay wholly within the domain of physics, while the
biological aspects of the problem were largely incidental. The
biology only provided the backdrop for the problem, but the
biological features of that context were not relevant or neces-
sary to the solving of the problem. As a result, the conceptual
and epistemological concerns of the primary discipline (in
this case physics) were taken as given, while concerns au-
thentic to the second discipline (biology) were largely absent
from such tasks.

We identified several tasks of this type in the first iteration
course, the majority of which were either on exams or in
homework problems. The one we present here appeared on
a semester exam.
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Figure 2. Fish buoyancy problem.

The fish buoyancy problem (Figure 2) asks students to rea-
son about buoyant force on fish using Archimedes’ principle:
The buoyant force is equal to the weight of the displaced wa-
ter. Given that each of the three fish are the same volume,
they each displace the same amount of water and therefore
experience the same buoyant force. This is a level 1 prob-
lem, because the fish function only to indicate that buoyant
forces can potentially have significance for organisms, but
the fact that the objects in this problem are fish is irrelevant
to finding the solution. An isomorphic problem that simply
referred to three blocks would have an identical solution, be-
cause the only ideas needed to solve this problem concern
volume and density of the displaced fluid. While this prob-
lem nods to a possible connection between ideas about buoy-
ancy and aquatic organisms, the relationship is not explored
in this version of the problem. The implications of buoyancy
for biological systems are not taken up in this problem—no
biological ideas are explored, extended, or modified.

Examples of Level 2 Tasks
In the context of our task analysis, we conceptualized level
2 tasks as those in which some specific conceptual frame-
work or reasoning strategy from one discipline was applied to
the other (Figure 1). This might mean applying a technique
that is common in physics (e.g., dimensional analysis) in a
biological context. It could also mean applying a conceptual
framework from physics to a biological context, either via
analogy or to “unpack” the physics underlying some bio-
logical phenomenon. In both cases, there is the potential for
some meaningful reasoning about biology to emerge from
this interaction.

However, the primacy of the disciplinary perspective of
physics is maintained. Core concepts or epistemological com-
mitments of biology are not explicitly brought in or examined
in such tasks. Physics sets the rules for how to solve such
problems. Furthermore, the appropriateness of the applica-
tion of physics to biology is not considered as an object for
critical analysis. The assumption underlying these tasks is
that one discipline (physics) has something to offer the other
(biology).

The first example illustrates a level 2 task in which the
physics underlying some biological phenomenon is un-
packed. This homework problem examines the physics of
pressure and flow as a means of understanding arteriosclero-
sis (Figure 3). We categorized this problem as level 2, because
it begins with a phenomenon from a biological context—
the pathology of arteriosclerosis—and then leads students
through a series of questions aimed at unpacking the physical
principles that underlie this disease. This intention is stated
explicitly in the framing of the problem itself: “Let’s see what
physics can tell us about coronary arteriosclerosis and its con-
sequences.” The main ideas at play in this problem have to do
with flow, which students are expected to calculate using the
Hagen-Poiseuille (HP) equation (J = �p/Z, where �p is the
pressure drop and Z is the resistance, which is inversely pro-
portional to the cross-sectional area). Working through the
calculation, students are meant to see that occlusion can lead
to decreased blood flow (Figure 3, part B) and that this, in
turn, can result in increased pressure on the arterial walls, be-
cause the body is attempting to keep flow constant (Figure 3,
part C). In Figure 3, part D, the increase in pressure drop
is converted into a blood pressure number, so the pressure
increase can be related to a relevant medical parameter.

Again, the reason we have classified this task as level 2 is
that the physics framework is used to help students make
sense of the relationship between plaque buildup in arteries
and changes in blood pressure. The physics model of flow is
meant to help deepen students’ understanding of the biolog-
ical phenomenon by exploring the physical mechanisms that
lead from occlusion to an increase in pressure on the arterial
walls.

Thus, both the initial context and the ultimate implications
of the solution to this problem are biological in nature.

The directionality of this problem from a simple physics
model to the implications for the biological system further
helped us classify it as level 2. What prevents this prob-
lem from being classified at a higher level is a lack of an
explicit examination of the physics principles and their ap-
plicability to the biological system: Is this model an ap-
propriate starting point for reasoning about arteries? What
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Figure 3. Arteriosclerosis homework problem.

assumptions does this model make about the biological sys-
tem? Are these assumptions valid? While this model may in-
deed be a good starting point for reasoning about arteries, the
task itself does not ask students to consider these questions.
It proceeds from an assumption that the physics ideas are
relevant.

A second example illustrates a different way in which a
task can be considered level 2: through the application of
reasoning strategies or problem-solving techniques that are
common in one discipline to a question or problem from the
other. In this example, students are expected to use symbolic
and graphical analytical strategies to understand the conse-
quences of variation in growth parameters for earthworm
survival (Figure 4). This problem is framed initially as one
that is directly applicable to a biological aim—to understand
the relationship between organismal structure and function.
In this case, how does the shape of an earthworm influence
its ability to distribute oxygen through its body tissues? The
analytical strategy is one that is not commonly encountered
in introductory biology courses. This problem can be consid-
ered level 2, because it makes use of a set of strategies more
common to physics courses to make progress in understand-
ing a biological pattern.

The problem asks students to model an earthworm as a
cylinder (Figure 4, parts A and B) and then to express the re-
lationship between various size parameters and the oxygen
absorption rate symbolically (Figure 4, part C). This symbolic
expression can be used to explore the relationships between
size and oxygen use in the worm. This is first explored graph-

ically (Figure 4, parts D.1 and D.2), which allows for the vi-
sualization of how oxygen absorption and oxygen use would
vary as the length and width of the worm varied—a technique
that allows for the prediction of the optimal dimensions of
a worm. Then, in (Figure 4, part D.3, students are asked to
translate between the graphs and a symbolic representation of
the cross-over point of the oxygen absorption and use curves.
This analysis leads to the conclusion that is it the radius not
the length of the worm that should constrain worm size.

In this problem, the kinds of mathematical reasoning
moves that are often developed in the context of physics are
leveraged to make meaning of a biological scenario. The idea
that organisms respond to trade-offs in the environment is
a familiar one from biology courses, and this problem gives
students a way to systematically explore how size param-
eters trade off against the organism’s ability to absorb and
distribute oxygen to its cells. It also presents a general set
of strategies that could be applied to other problems that
involve making predictions about optimality by examining
relationships among different parameters.

In both examples, the features that make the task level 2
include the directional application of some concepts or rea-
soning strategies from physics applied to a biological context
(Figure 1). And this application leads to a legitimate progress
in making sense of the biology. But in neither of these ex-
amples is this application of physics to biology examined
in detail, and in neither case does the biology have a re-
ciprocal impact on the physics, as will be the case for level
3 tasks.
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Figure 4. Earthworm task.

Examples of Level 3 Tasks
The IPLS tasks we identified as level 3 brought together a
set of ideas from physics and a set of ideas from biology and
asked students to make sense of this interaction. Ideas from
physics were not privileged by default. Rather, students were
asked to consider both the differences and possible areas of
overlap between physics and biology. The hallmark of level 3
tasks is this interaction, which impacts both disciplines. The
bidirectionality both allowed students to shift or deepen their
biological understanding and, at the same time, by taking
the biological context seriously, the traditional presentation
of the physics content had to be reconsidered. Some of the
features of the standard physics approach, both conceptual
and procedural, were drawn out and examined.

The first example is an essay question developed after we
interviewed several students about their understanding of
ATP as a “high-energy” molecule (see also Dreyfus et al.,
2013a). We noticed that students were struggling to see how
to make sense of thinking of ATP as containing a high-energy
bond, while at the same time thinking about bonding as a

process that requires energy. The result was an essay question
designed to probe students’ understanding of ATP (Figure 5).

What makes this a level 3 task is that it explicitly brings
two frameworks into interaction and asks students to make
sense of the similarities and differences between them. The
perspective represented by Justin is one that students will be
familiar with from introductory biology, wherein the concept
of ATP as an energy carrier is particularly useful. In that
context, it is common to conceptualize ATP hydrolysis as
an energy-liberating process in which the breaking of the
relatively unstable O-P bond in the ATP helps explain the net
release of energy from the overall reaction. It is for this reason
that the bond is sometimes referred to as “high-energy” in
biological contexts. Kim’s statement introduces ideas from
physics as an alternative lens to understand the chemical
reaction. Her analysis focuses on the energetics of bonding,
which provides a useful way to understand why breaking a
bond requires an input of energy to move two atoms from a
bound state with low potential energy to an unbound state
with higher potential energy. The energy graph is included as
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Figure 5. Essay question: Reconciling ideas about ATP and energy.

a way to visualize the relationship between bound state and
energy.

Several features of this task prompted us to classify it as
level 3. First, it introduces students to two possible ways, one
of which is more common in biology and the other of which
is more common in physics, to conceptualize processes in-
volving a net release of energy and asks them to make sense
of the relationship between these two frameworks. Second,
neither framework is privileged as correct by default. Finally,
students are explicitly asked to consider each argument and
to provide a justification for the utility of one or both frame-
works. Instead of asking students to choose an answer that
is “right” they are asked to “reconcile” the two frameworks.
This is intended to signal to students that they need to do
more than choose the correct answer from physics; they need
to examine whether the biological and physical frameworks
can make sense together.

The second level 3 task we present, like the worm problem,
introduces the idea of using a simple model to reason about
a biological phenomenon. The task explores the meaning of
modeling a cell membrane as a capacitor (Figure 6).

What makes this task level 3 is that it explicitly asks stu-
dents to both reason with a simplified model and to con-
sider the relevance of the model to the biological system. In
Figure 6, part A, students are asked to reason with a simplified
model to visualize what the electric field and the electrostatic
potential both inside and outside the membrane would look
like. Part B in Figure 6 introduces a revised model that builds
back in some relevant biological detail by replacing the empty
space in the first model with a constant dielectric and asks
students to reason through how this change to the model

would influence the system. Finally, in Figure 6, parts C and
D, students are asked to reflect on the modeling approach
and to examine the extent to which the simplifications made
by the models are reasonable.

Both the ATP essay question and the membrane-modeling
problem exemplify the degree of interaction of a level 3 task.
In each, disciplinary perspectives from both physics and
biology are represented, and each of those perspectives is
modified by its interaction with the other. The ATP task prob-
lematizes the default conceptions about bond energy in the
context of ATP hydrolysis from both physics and biology,
while the membrane task asks students to consider the argu-
ments for and against using a simple analogical model from
physics to reason about a biological system.

We reiterate that these tasks were drawn from an initial
run of this class and are in no way finished. Our intention
is to present them as a way to help draw out and describe
some of the different ways in which disciplines can interact
in interdisciplinary tasks, not because we expect others to take
these particular tasks as exemplary of any of these levels. To
further make this point, we next present an example of how
we have used this framework as a reflective tool to inform
the design and revision of a specific task.

Using the Framework to Inform Task Revision
The utility of this framework lies not so much in its ability
to characterize tasks, but as a tool that can help guide task
creation and revision. As design research is focused on mov-
ing through an iterative process, we describe in this section
how attending to this framework has helped us both reflect
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Figure 6. Membrane capacitance problem.

on the process and make intentional changes to increase the
degree of interdisciplinary interaction in a task in the service
of supporting the interdisciplinary learning objectives descr-
ibed above. In this stage of design research, we begin with
the assumption that modifications to both particular prompts
within a task and the general manner in which the task is
framed for students can have significant impact on the degree
to which core interdisciplinary learning objectives are met.

The problems and question prompts we examine in this
section all take place in the same phenomenological context.
Starting from the phenomenon has been a logical place to
initiate task creation, and as a design team, we often found
it productive to begin by identifying an interesting context
in which we could see the potential for interaction between
physics and biology. In principle, a wide range of phenom-
ena have potential relevance to multiple disciplines. In this
course, we have explored a range of scales from molecular
to cellular to organismal and have drawn on questions from
a range of biological subdisciplines, including cell biology,
ecology, evolution, and medicine. Some conceptual contexts
are richer than others in their capacity to elicit interesting in-
terdisciplinary discussions, but we have found that the phe-
nomenon itself does not necessarily predict the depth of inter-
disciplinarity of the resulting task. Instead, it has been careful
attention to the questions that emerge from this context and
to the conceptual frameworks and reasoning strategies that
are relevant to answering those questions that have helped
us integrate disciplinary perspectives in deeper and more
meaningful ways.

The phenomenon examined in this section is drawn from
cutting-edge biophysics research and is therefore one that we
felt would have substantial potential to support interdisci-
plinary learning objectives. The scenario we started from was
an experimental apparatus in which a single protein molecule
is connected via two DNA “handles” to polystyrene beads,
one of which was trapped in the focus of a laser. This so-called

optical tweezer arrangement (Figure 7A) is a powerful tech-
nique for exploring biophysical phenomena at the level of
individual molecules and has been used extensively to study
the mechanics of molecular machines (Bustamante, 2004), as
well as thermodynamic and kinetic details of the protein-
folding pathway (Cecconi et al., 2005). Moving the laser’s fo-
cus results in the bead trapped in that focus moving as well,
and the protein to which the bead is attached can be stretched,
twisted, and manipulated with considerable precision. In this
series of examples, we consider the case in which the distance
between the two beads is steadily increased until, at a par-
ticular tension force, the protein unfolds, and the distance
between the beads suddenly increases. The data from such
a stretch are often represented in a force-versus-extension
curve, as shown in Figure 7A. In the following sections, we
present a series of prompts drawn from this example to illus-
trate how the same context can be used to support a range of
interdisciplinary interactions.

Starting at Level 1: Finding the Physics in a Biological
Context. In an initial iteration of task design, the experi-
mental context was used as a backdrop against which stu-
dents could engage with the work–energy theorem. Students
first read some background on the experimental setup, which
suggested that this apparatus could be used to gain insight
about protein folding. The reason for framing the task in this
way was to motivate students to acknowledge the biological
authenticity of the exercise. Our students had heard of the
protein-folding problem and were aware of its significance in
biology, and we as instructors were aware of the use of the op-
tical tweezers technology in single-molecule biophysics labs
that were studying protein folding. We hoped to leverage
this awareness on the part of our students to make the work–
energy theorem seem meaningful and biologically interesting
and to encourage broader use of a general physical principle
in a microscale biological setting.
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Figure 7. (A) Selected elements of the original protein-unfolding task. (B) Selected elements of the revised protein-unfolding task.
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Then, students were presented with the graph in Figure 7A
and asked to use it to calculate the amount of work required
to unfold the protein, as shown in prompt A:

Prompt A: About how much work did the tweezer de-
vice do on the protein in order to unfold it? (Hint: re-
member that work is defined as a force applied across
a distance...)

The work–energy theorem provides a way of relating
changes in motion to ideas about force. It does so by in-
troducing the idea that the work (force applied over some
distance) done by all forces acting on a system is equivalent
to the change in kinetic energy of that system, a measure of
how much an object moves. This relationship can be used to
calculate how much force is required to change the motion
of an object by a particular amount. For students to calcu-
late the work done by the tweezers in this prompt, they need
only understand work as a force over a distance. In this case,
the force provided by the tweezer apparatus is represented
on the y-axis and the distance over which the force acts is
represented on the x-axis as an increase in extension of the
protein molecule. The work done by the tweezers during
the unfolding process is therefore the area under the force-
versus-extension curve over the portion of the plot where the
unfolding occurs.

Typical of level 1, this question is situated in a phenomeno-
logical context that appears biological (it involves a protein),
but does not substantively engage with biological ideas. The
protein-folding backdrop was meant to be motivational, but
the actual calculation of the work required to unfold the pro-
tein was in no direct or obvious way connected to the broader
and richly complex protein-folding problem.

A second prompt asks students to consider the implications
of the work done on the total energy of the protein:

Prompt B: Is the energy of the unfolded RNase H pro-
tein smaller or larger than the energy of the folded
RNase H protein? By how much?

In this second prompt, students are meant to see that the
force applied to unfold the protein constitutes work done,
and therefore, a positive change in energy from the folded
to unfolded states. However, it does not ask the students to
consider where this energy goes, that is, it does not ask the
students to decide whether the energy goes into the motion
of the protein or some other structural change. It is possi-
ble to reason through this problem without thinking about
the biology very much at all and without thinking carefully
about the specific energy changes that result from the applied
force. Thus, despite the potential richness of the context, the
initial version of this task did not include very much inter-
disciplinary interaction.

Moving Toward Level 3: Examining the Relationship
Between the Biology and the Physics. In an effort to cre-
ate a more deeply integrated task, we decided to bring in a
more explicitly biological frame and consider how this frame
interacted with the ideas foregrounded by the work–energy
relationship. An important question that the interdisciplinary
team of collaborators asked about the task was this: What are
the biologically interesting question(s) and discussions that
can emerge from this context and how do those questions
interact with the physics ideas we have identified?

In answering this question, we were in part motivated by
how our students responded to the initial version of this task.
We observed a group of students reasoning through prompt
B (Figure 7A) and noticed that some students spontaneously
brought in ideas about energy and protein stability from their
chemistry and biology courses. For example, Anya, faced
with the question of whether the energy in the unfolded
RNase H protein is smaller or larger than the energy of the
folded RNase H protein, brings in the idea that stable states
for proteins are more likely to occur and are therefore more
favorable than other states. She reasons:

Anya2: They are asking us if the energy is the same.
If we actually thought of a protein, and the energy
of the folded and unfolded, you’d hope the folded is
somehow favorable energetically speaking.

Anya: I’m just thinking. I think that the unfolded prod-
uct is going to be higher energy. ’Cause if anything[,]
the folded, the only way it folded in the first place is
that somehow folding is favorable at one point.

In this short excerpt, Anya uses reasoning about protein
stability to come to the conclusion that the unfolded protein
must have higher energy than the folded protein, because the
folded state is more likely, and therefore is the more stable
one with lower energy.

This observation helped us restructure the task such that
it would explicitly support an examination of the interaction
between ideas about energy and protein stability and the re-
lationship between work and energy. In service of this aim,
we brought in a new representation (the protein-folding en-
ergy landscape in Figure 7B) that helped focus the task on
an important question in biology: What does it mean for a
protein to be in a stable state? That protein folding results
in a decrease in the free energy of the protein and its sur-
roundings is a concept that students are likely to be familiar
with from biology. The diagram is meant to bring in this prior
knowledge and draw students’ attention to this idea of pro-
tein stability. Our intention was then to help students build
a connection between ideas related to the energetic stability
of proteins and the work–energy theorem. This intention is
reflected in the two prompts below:

Prompt C: Draw energy levels on a protein-folding en-
ergy landscape for RNase H that are consistent with
the force-vs-extension data (shown in Figure 7A). What
form(s) of energy is represented in your energy land-
scape?

Prompt D: How could you use the data in the force-
vs-extension curve (Figure 7A) to quantify the amount
by which the unfolded RNase H is destabilized relative
to the folded form? Where is this value represented
on the protein-folding energy landscape? How have
the form(s) of energy in the energy landscape changed
from the folded state to the unfolded state?

The use of the work–energy relationship is intended to in-
form the students’ understanding of protein biology. To say
that a protein is in a “stable” energy state means that, in order
to move it out of this state, energy would need to be added
by doing work on the molecule. Bringing the biological con-
text of protein energy landscapes and protein stability into
contact with the physics in the problem may also enhance the

2All student names are pseudonyms.
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students’ understanding of the work–energy relationship. As
we mentioned above, the ability of external work to cause a
change in an object’s kinetic energy is often the only context
in which work is explored in traditional introductory physics
problems. However, in this task, students encounter a situa-
tion in which the work done on the protein does not impact
the translational motion, but rather the shape, and therefore
the stability, of the protein. Because the internal structure of a
biological molecule is crucial to its functioning in a way that
may not be true for a nonbiological system (particularly for
systems typically explored in a standard introductory physics
problem), it is perhaps more apparent in this context than in
traditional physics contexts that structural changes must be
considered. The work done on the protein changes the pro-
tein from a more stable (folded) to a less stable (unfolded)
form. Focusing the task on protein stability forces students
to consider relationships among forms of energy that they
might not typically encounter in a traditional work–energy
physics task, thus providing the students an opportunity to
refine their ideas about the relationship between work and
energy.

The full revised task asks the students to reconcile three
distinct representations of the protein-folding process: 1)
the physical picture of what the protein and DNA handles
look like at any particular moment, 2) the energy landscape
(energy-vs-reaction coordinate) as the protein folds/unfolds,
and 3) the force-versus-extension curve. By prompting the
students to move between these representations repeatedly,
the new version calls upon reasoning strategies that cross
disciplinary boundaries. The revised task seeks to build the
sort of multirepresentational competency that is important in
both physics and biology.

Reflection on the process of designing and revising this
task revealed the following: Finding an interesting and po-
tentially motivating interdisciplinary context was a logical
place to start, but such a choice does not by itself ensure that
the reasoning that students will do in this context will be
interdisciplinary. To support increased interaction between
the disciplines, we considered questions/concerns/aims au-
thentic to each discipline. That is, we asked: What are the
features of this context that each discipline might try to
elucidate? The aim of making sense of the relationships
among force, distance, work, and energy is legitimate in the
context of physics, while understanding the idea that folded
proteins are somehow more stable than unfolded proteins
is an authentic biological concern. Focusing on these aims
helped us identify the relevant conceptual frameworks from
each discipline and look for places where they could poten-
tially overlap. Finally, this process allows students to be crit-
ical of ideas typically taken for granted by each discipline in
isolation, for example, the idea that the work–energy theorem
is only useful for relating work to motion or the idea that the
stability of a folded protein can be taken as a given without
careful consideration of the factors that determine stability.

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

In the preceding sections, we presented a framework for de-
scribing differences in the nature and depth of interdisci-
plinary interaction embedded in a task prompt and illustrated
how it could be used to inform task design and revision. We

now articulate how these differences in the nature and depth
of interdisciplinary interaction within a task can have impli-
cations for the task’s potential to support or impede various
interdisciplinary learning objectives. We present the align-
ment between tasks and learning objectives as design conjec-
tures that expose important research questions about student
learning to be pursued in future work. We share specific stu-
dent responses to previously introduced tasks to elucidate the
factors that deserve further investigation, and we conclude by
arguing for the inclusion of level 3 tasks in interdisciplinary
courses based on their unique potential to address particular
learning objectives that we highly value.

Connecting Task Levels and Interdisciplinary
Learning Objectives
One of the main uses of the framework we have outlined
is as a means for analyzing how the degree of interdisci-
plinarity of a task relates to intended learning objectives of
interdisciplinary education. We see important differences in
the potential for each level to support different interdisci-
plinary learning objectives. This, of course, does not mean
that any particular task will result in learning for all or even
some students. Nevertheless, this framework can help curric-
ula designers and educators reflect on the interdisciplinary
learning objectives they have for their students and to make
intentional choices that align task design with those intended
objectives. It can also help researchers make explicit hypothe-
ses about how tasks can support interdisciplinary learning
that can be opened to empirical investigation.

Level 1 Tasks Offer Limited Opportunities to Support
Interdisciplinary Learning Objectives. We hypothesize that
level 1 tasks, because they involve concepts and reasoning
primarily associated with one discipline and only limited
attention to a second discipline, are limited in their ability
to support most interdisciplinary learning objectives. While
these tasks point to phenomena that have the potential to be
explored by multiple disciplines, they do not explore specific
questions, aims, or conceptual frameworks that span the dis-
ciplines. For example, the fish buoyancy problem (Figure 2)
does not explore how buoyant force is relevant for aquatic
organisms. It is possible that students might begin to make
some of these connections for themselves, but the tasks do
not explicitly support such bridging.

Nevertheless, level 1 tasks, because they at least point to a
possible connection between the disciplines, could function
to begin to help students develop an appreciation or at least
open-mindedness about cross-disciplinary relevance. By situ-
ating physics problems in biological contexts, students might
begin to see physics as a discipline that is in some way rele-
vant to biology. Encountering a variety of problems like this
could help students see that there exist a broad range of phe-
nomena for which ideas from more than one discipline could
have potential relevance.

Alternatively, level 1 tasks may work against other interdis-
ciplinary learning objectives, such as conceptual coherence.
Students may see biology in the tasks, but see this biology as
a superficial “hook” that does not bear any relation to the rea-
soning expected in the task. Students may feel the extensive
prior knowledge they may have about the biological scenario
is not being leveraged in these tasks, particularly if the tasks
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do not justify or ask students to justify why ignoring partic-
ular contextual features of the scenario is appropriate for the
problem at hand. In this way, level 1 tasks could communicate
that the biology in the task is something to be ignored and gets
in the way of physics sense-making. This could prevent stu-
dents from developing conceptual coherence and contribute
to negative affect if students feel frustration at seeing the
biology as an extra distraction.

There are some indications from our own course that level
1 tasks can, in fact, promote negative feelings about the rel-
evance of connections between the disciplines. Consider the
following quote from a student interview in which Camille
was reflecting on the exam that contained the fish buoyancy
problem:

Interviewer: Did you feel like in this physics test there
was very much biology?

Camille: Uh, definitely not in this one (points to fish
buoyancy problem in Figure 2). I mean [the instructor]
even said it in class, he’s like, I thought you guys would
get tripped up on the fish problem because you would
think about like their fish bladders and stuff, I don’t
know. But because we are in a physics class we just
automatically think physics. When I thought about this
I didn’t think of them as fish, I just thought of them as
A and B and C, like the little blocks that we have been
seeing the whole time.

I think all of us have had so many problems where it’s
like physics problems, and we have the blocks floating
and just think about the blocks themselves. Because if
you think about it as a fish you might get caught up
in the fact that it has an air bladders and like the fact
that they are different shapes and sizes and stuff, but if
you just think of it like that [as blocks] it makes it a lot
simpler.

From her response, it is clear that this student did not see
the inclusion of fish as relevant to the problem. Instead, she
describes how she actively ignored the biological context and
simply thought of the fish as blocks, so she could concen-
trate on solving the physics problem. Framed in this way,
the potential to make connection to the biology seems more
like a distraction than a place to see the value or relevance of
interdisciplinarity.

Despite the limited potential to support interdisciplinary
learning objectives, there are still good reasons that instruc-
tors might want to include level 1 tasks in IPLS courses. These
tasks can help students develop basic physics ideas that are
both important in their own right and may also be necessary
precursors from which to build up to more complex interdis-
ciplinary problems. Furthermore, if interdisciplinary tasks at
this more superficial level are embedded in the context of an
entire course that also includes tasks that engage students
with higher levels of interdisciplinary connection, they may
be less likely to trigger negative attitudes about relevance.

Level 2 Tasks Begin to Support Interdisciplinary Learning
Objectives. We hypothesize that level 2 tasks, because they
explore the implications of applying ideas and techniques
from one discipline to another, have a greater potential to
support a range of interdisciplinary learning. For example,
the arteriosclerosis problem (Figure 3) has the potential to
help students build connections between the idea of “blood
pressure” from a medical context and the concept of “pressure
drop” from the HP model, thereby extending and deepening

their understanding of blood pressure and how it is related to
the size of the arterial opening. It can also introduce students
to the importance of quantifying such relationships. The r4 re-
lationship from the HP model shows why one might consider
“small” arterial clogging can have catastrophic effects.

The earthworm problem (Figure 4) presents an opportu-
nity for students to develop reasoning strategies applicable
to both disciplines. Strategies such as dimensional analysis,
solving systems of equations, phase–space analysis, and rea-
soning from graphical representations have been well inte-
grated into physics training, and while these strategies are
increasingly common among expert biologists, they are still
relatively rare for undergraduate biology students. Level 2
tasks that emphasize the utility of such strategies in biolog-
ical contexts have the potential to extend the repertoire of
strategies students are able and willing to bring to problem
solving across a range of disciplinary contexts. If students
begin to see similar strategies applied in different contexts,
they may begin to see the general utility of these techniques
rather than viewing them as confined to particular courses or
disciplines.

Further, if students encounter increased conceptual coher-
ence and are able to see the relevance of interdisciplinary
reasoning strategies, we might also expect to see more fa-
vorable shifts in their attitudes toward interdisciplinary in-
tegration. Explicitly asking students to explore the ways in
which physics can be applied to biological contexts may lead
students to see the utility of integrating disciplines. For these
reasons, level 2 tasks play an important role in IPLS and sim-
ilar courses, and tasks like these seem to be fairly common in
courses of this type.

However, the authenticity of the interdisciplinary interac-
tion of such tasks is potentially limited by the unidirectional-
ity of the impact. Level 2 tasks can give the impression that
the ideas and concerns from one discipline are being imposed
upon the other. Because care has not been taken to make clear
why this connection is truly relevant to the second discipline,
it is possible that students might still feel dismissive of such
tasks. If physics is viewed as something that can be applied to
biology but does not address concerns that have originated
from within biology, this may reduce the perceived authen-
ticity of such tasks for students.

Ultimately, how a student interprets the authenticity of a
task will be the result of an interaction between the task itself,
the larger course context, and his or her prior experiences.

Students are likely to enter courses with a range of dif-
ferent expectations and attitudes about the utility of inter-
disciplinary reasoning. For those who have strong negative
attitudes about the utility of integrating ideas and techniques,
simply showing that a set of ideas from one discipline can be
applied to the other may not be enough. These students might
need to see more examples of tasks in which this integration
is driven by an important question or idea from within bi-
ology or in which the connections between the physics and
biology are more explicitly examined and reflected upon.

Level 3 Tasks Support a Range of Interdisciplinary Learn-
ing Objectives. We hypothesize that level 3 tasks can po-
tentially support many of the important learning objectives
of interdisciplinary science instruction. First, they can pro-
vide opportunities for students to meaningfully connect their
conceptual frameworks. This potential is evident in the ATP
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essay question (Figure 5), which takes two ideas that are typi-
cally segregated by course and asks students to connect them.
Doing so creates the possibility of bridging ideas about ATP
as somehow storing energy with an understanding of the en-
ergetics of bonds. The aim is that students emerge from such
a task with a more coherent framework for thinking about
energy by linking together ideas about ATP hydrolysis as a
reaction that releases energy with an understanding of the
energetics of bond breakage and energy release.

In addition, this task creates opportunities for students to
reflect on the nature and utility of the different conceptual
frameworks they encounter in their different science courses.
In the ATP essay, students have the opportunity to consider
how to reconcile two seemingly different ways of reasoning
about the bonds in ATP (see Dreyfus et al., 2013a, for a fur-
ther discussion of this reconciliation). Asking students to do
this potentially encourages them to begin to develop an ap-
preciation for why these frameworks seem different in the
first place. Instead of positioning disciplines as presenting
conflicting information, level 3 tasks can create opportuni-
ties for students to develop a deeper understanding of areas
of overlap and areas of disunity. This kind of understand-
ing of scientific knowledge is integral to adaptive expertise.
An adaptive expert has an understanding of the importance
of context and can make decisions about what conceptual
framework will help him or her make the most progress as
opposed to reasoning within the default framework of a sin-
gle discipline.

Second, level 3 tasks can help students develop and
see the broad utility of scientific reasoning strategies and
problem-solving techniques. The membrane capacitance task
(Figure 6) introduces students to some basic ideas about sci-
entific modeling as a decision-making process. Rather than
presenting a model as the default, it presents modeling as
a strategy of making choices about what assumptions and
simplifications are appropriate, and at least begins to invite
students to participate in this decision-making process. Con-
sider, for example, some of the responses students gave to part
D of the membrane problem (Figure 6), which asked them
to reflect on whether the capacitor is a “reasonable starting
point” for a membrane:

Student A: Yes, because our membranes are filled with
fluid, not empty space. If we models cells with solely
empty space one wouldn’t be able to see the true com-
plexity of an electric field and the interactions with the
environment.

Student B: Sure, the membrane is “reasonably” infinite
especially because the membrane is spherical (no edge
effects) and the membrane will be made of some mate-
rial with a dielectric.

Student C: Yes, if nothing else it introduces the ideas of
capacitance and charge separation, concepts on which
things like the Nernst potential across neuronic mem-
branes are built.

In these responses, students are offering their justification
for whether a capacitor is a good model of a cell membrane
and pointing to specific reasons from the biological context
to support their claims. Student A argues that the model
that includes the dielectric more accurately reflects the com-
plexity of the biological phenomenon. Student B addresses
the assumption that a membrane can be modeled as an in-

finite sheet and concludes that this is legitimate due to the
sphericity of the membrane. And Student C uses this ques-
tion to reflect on how this model connects to more complex
models relevant to nerve cell signaling. The prompt itself is
short and is not the main focus of the problem, and so it is not
particularly well designed to elicit students’ ideas about mod-
eling. Nevertheless, even these brief answers reveal the po-
tential for tasks of this type to scaffold students’ adaptive
expertise around modeling at the interface of physics and
biology.

A follow-up interview with Fatima, conducted after this
exam, provides a more extended look at one student’s rea-
soning about this problem:

Fatima: Oh, I said it’s reasonable because um nothing is
really—there is no empty space in the body. It’s going
to be essentially just water or different ionic concentra-
tions. So you are not really explaining the complexity
with just modeling it with empty space. You need to at
least put some fluid inside.

Interviewer: When you go to think about whether or
not that model is reasonable, what are the kinds of
things you think about there?

Fatima: Um. Well I guess in terms of the membrane, I
immediately went to the cellular aspect of things and
just like what exists in the body or what is in between
cells and how are they like changing in terms of . . .

how the cells are interacting with the environment and
like just trying to keep it simple. But you also need to
incorporate some of the more complex aspects, which I
mean filling it with something with a constant dielectric
constant, um isn’t that complicated, but just thinking
about it in terms of that so that once you do get to
more complicated models you are not just like, oh there
is only one—like you have the two sheets of charge
and then there is nothing else going on, which is very
misleading I think.

The student, reflecting on her response, demonstrates a
sophisticated process of comparing the situation she is in-
tended to be modeling with the simplified model. She ob-
serves that there is not empty space in the body and uses this
as a justification for making the choice to include a dielectric
in the capacitor instead of a vacuum (empty space). She also
demonstrates the ability to reflect on the broader context of
modeling, acknowledging that models can incorporate dif-
ferent levels of complexity, and that if one were investigating
a more complicated model, this simplification would be par-
ticularly problematic.

We can imagine level 3 tasks that do a better job of sup-
porting this kind of expertise by asking students to make
and justify modeling decisions and to explicitly consider how
and when different disciplines would make different kinds of
modeling choices. Asking students to participate in the pro-
cess of making decisions about developing models makes the
choices and assumptions of the disciplines more transparent
and invites a critical analysis of the simplifications.

Our expectation is that tasks in which students are given
the opportunity to compare, contrast, and explore the utility
of alternative frameworks, as well as take responsibility for
making and justifying choices about their own reasoning,
have the potential to support metacognitive learning goals.
Once again, it is the capacity for level 3 tasks to support this
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kind of metacognitive reflection that is part of what it means
to be an adaptive expert.

Open Questions for Interdisciplinary Design Research
In the above discussion, we presented a series of conjectures
about the potential of tasks designed at each of these three
levels to support different interdisciplinary learning objec-
tives. Within the context of design research, these conjectures
suggest testable research questions that can guide education
research focused on interdisciplinary learning. We list below
some possible ways to translate the design conjectures we
have articulated into more specific research questions that
we plan to investigate. Our hope is that other researchers
interested in supporting interdisciplinary learning will find
these useful as well.

1. In what ways do tasks of different levels support conceptual
coherence?

a. To what extent do level 1 tasks work against interdis-
ciplinary conceptual coherence learning objectives—
supporting a “silo-ing” of conceptual resources based
on disciplinary domains? How might this effect vary
in different course contexts?

b. Do level 3 tasks increase students’ willingness to bring
in and reconcile ideas from a range of disciplinary
perspectives?

2. In what ways do tasks support the development of
scientific reasoning strategies?

a. Do level 2 or level 3 tasks promote development of
competencies/reasoning strategies that are important
across multiple disciplines? How many tasks like this
must students encounter in the context of a course?

b. Do level 3 tasks help students develop the ability to
make, justify, and challenge different approaches for
reasoning about a problem?

3. In what ways do tasks at different levels support the
development of an appreciation of or open-mindedness about
the relevance of one discipline for another?

a. Do students see the “biological backdrops” of level
1 tasks as superficial, bearing no importance on the
reasoning that is expected?

b. Do students perceive level 1 tasks as suggesting
their extensive prior knowledge about these biolog-
ical phenomena is not useful for reasoning (without
justification)?

c. Does engagement with level 2 or level 3 tasks posi-
tively shift students’ attitudes and expectations about
interdisciplinarity?

4. In what ways can tasks be designed to support the
development of adaptive expertise?

a. Can level 3 tasks help students learn to function
like adaptive experts? If so, what particular features
of such tasks are important? And how often must
students encounter these kinds of tasks?

Answering these questions will require researchers to in-
tentionally design tasks so they align with particular learning
objectives and to develop ways of measuring whether those
objectives have been met. While we do not address the issue
of assessment in this paper, in our experience, understanding
the nuances of how a task can or cannot support a particular
learning objective must begin with detailed qualitative anal-
ysis of students working through the task. Only when we
have a qualitative description of how students are likely to
engage with a particular task can we begin to develop more
quantitative instruments to assess its success (e.g., Dreyfus
et al., 2013a). In design research, understanding how task fea-
tures and learning outcomes might be aligned is a necessary
precursor to developing more standardized measures. More
qualitative work describing how students respond to inter-
disciplinary tasks of different types is needed to move our
understanding of interdisciplinary learning forward.

CONCLUSIONS

A Vision for a More Integrated Science Education
Instruction at the Undergraduate Level

We are caught between demands to transcend the
boundaries and perspectives of the separate disci-
plines, in order to obtain more complete under-
standing, and demands to ground inquiry in the
disciplines. . .. This is the locus of interdisciplinary
study, but it is caught uncomfortably between these
two conflicting demands, unwilling to concede wholly
to either. Both the impetus and resistance to interdis-
ciplinarity will be with us for the foreseeable future.
(Paxson, 1996, p. 80)

Our analysis of interdisciplinary tasks in this IPLS course
has helped us see the potential value of increased integration
in introductory science curricula. As Paxson noted, we must
balance the goal of transcending disciplinary boundaries with
the goal of grounding experiences in disciplinary practices.
Design research, with its focus on bringing learning objec-
tives and learning outcomes into better alignment, is partic-
ularly well-suited to attending to this balance. As we have
demonstrated throughout this paper, even at this early stage
in design research, attending to the interdisciplinary nature
of tasks has given us insight into how features of these tasks
support or impede our stated learning objectives. It seems
important that students appreciate the variety of conceptual
frameworks and reasoning strategies that scientists have at
their disposal and recognize that decisions about how and
when to use these are choices that vary with context rather
than default properties of disciplines.

For students planning to pursue careers in science, these
lessons are potentially even more important. The typical un-
dergraduate science experience rarely provides students with
the opportunity to understand the significance (or lack of
significance) of disciplinary differences. In some cases, these
differences are useful and represent the different epistemo-
logical orientations of the disciplines. In other cases, the dis-
tinction is artificial. That introductory biology courses have
historically not included quantitative techniques, while in-
troductory physics courses have tended to avoid the com-
plexities inherent in “real” systems, does not necessarily re-
flect a lack of utility of these approaches in either of these
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disciplines. Thus, we would do well to prepare both future
physicists and future biologists to be able to recognize those
contexts in which a particular set of ideas or reasoning tech-
niques will help them make intellectual progress. That is, one
of the important roles for interdisciplinary education efforts
is to help students develop the kind of flexible adaptive ex-
pertise that will prepare students to solve a range of complex
problems and work with scientists trained from a variety of
perspectives as is increasingly becoming the case in cutting-
edge research fields. Increasingly, training future scientists
to reason like adaptive, as opposed to routine, experts is an
important goal of science education.

If we take this goal seriously, then we need to put more
effort into designing tasks intended to help students develop
this sort of expertise. We also need to increase our research
efforts around interdisciplinary education to explore whether
and in what ways we are able to support this kind of learning.
The framework we have presented can support both of these
aims of design research. It can be used as a tool to help
educators and curriculum designers reflect on the align-
ment between interdisciplinary learning objectives and the
tasks they have designed. It can also help researchers artic-
ulate and ultimately test hypotheses about how particular
tasks can support or impede interdisciplinary learning. Ulti-
mately, this combination of intentional design, theory devel-
opment, and empirical testing can help advance the goal of
a more integrated and interdisciplinary introductory science
curriculum.
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